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PREFACE

Quality Literacy is a subordinate of QUALITY IT Literacy Today. If you are not an IT
Literate, sorry to say, you are in illiterate. Kudos to Quality initiative by the Central Board
of Education and other boards which have introduced this part of learning as the MODE
of learning other subjects in the CURRICULA. Over the years the Computer Science or
the IT paper as such has been quite a supporting phase for scoring HIGH marks in the
total as it is very easy to achieve 100% in the subject with a little expertise of Programming
and logic as such.

I remain indebted to my Teacher Colleagues by taking an innovative step towards
Quality IT Literacy today by being updated day by day with this vast field of IT learning
and at the same time allows preferences over others towards QUALITY IT learning in
totality. The present book titled “S. Chand’s Computer Science for CBSE” is featured with
updated syllabus guidelines and tends to provide Quality IT Literacy in the most easy way
through Logic Formation and Explanations, best possible.

My hearty regards and thanks to the Founder Manager of City Montessori School, my
Mentor, and Dr. (Mrs) Vineeta Kamran towards their heartful support and inspiration as
a regular feature towards the success of the organisation.

My special thanks to Mr. Navin Joshi, Vice President (Publishing), S.Chand & Co., and
all the Marketing and Sales staff at various branches of the S.Chand for making me believe
that HARD WORK IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS by their wonderful Quality of Service.

Looking forward to the touch in the same.
With best wishes

DHEERAJ MEHROTRA
National Awardee

attention@computerscienceexpertise.com
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
Class XII (Theory)

Duration: 3 hours Total Marks: 70

Unit No. Unit Name Marks

Class XII (Theory)

Duration: 3 Hours

Total Marks: 70

Unit No. Unit Name Marks

1. PROGRAMMING IN C++ 30

2. DATA STRUCTURE 16

3. DATABASE AND SQL 8

4. BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 8

5. COMMUNICATION AND NETWORK CONCEPTS 8

70

UNIT 1:

PROGRAMMING IN C++ REVIEW: C++ covered In Class -XI,

Defining a symbol name using typedef keyword and defining a macro using#define
directive; Need for User defined data type;

Structures:

Defining a Structure, Declaring structure variables, Accessing structure elements,Passing
structure to Functions as value and reference argument/parameter,Function returning
structure, Array of structures, passing an array of structure asan argument/ a parameter to a
function;

Object Oriented Programming:

Concept of Object Oriented Programming – Data hiding, Data encapsulation,Class and
Object, Abstract class and Concrete class, Polymorphism(Implementation of polymorphism
using Function overloading as an example inC++); Inheritance, Advantages of Object Oriented
Programming over earlier programming methodologies,

Implementation of Object Oriented Programming concepts in C++:

Definition of a class, Members of a class - Data Members and Member
Functions(methods), Using Private and Public visibility modes, default visibility mode(private);
Member function definition: inside class definition and outside classdefinition using scope
resolution operator (::); Declaration of objects as instancesof a class; accessing members from
object(s), Array of type class, Objects asfunction arguments - pass by value and pass by
reference;

Constructor and Destructor:

Constructor: Special Characteristics, Declaration and Definition of a constructor,Default
Constructor, Overloaded Constructors, Copy Constructor, Constructorwith default arguments;

Destructor:

(xi)
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Special Characteristics, Declaration and definition of destructor;

Inheritance (Extending Classes): Concept of Inheritance, Base Class, DerivedClass,
Defining derived classes, protected visibility mode; Single levelinheritance, Multilevel
inheritance and Multiple inheritance, Privately derived,Publicly derived and Protectedly
derived class, accessibility of members fromobjects and within derived class(es);

Data File Handling:

Need for a data file, Types of data files – Text file and Binary file; Basic file operations on
text file: Creating/Writing text into file, Reading andManipulation of text from an already
existing text File (accessing sequentially); Binary File: Creation of file, Writing data into file,
Searching for required datafrom file, Appending data to a file, Insertion of data in sorted file,
Deletion of datafrom file, Modification of data in a file;

Implementation of above mentioned data file handling in C++;

Components of C++ to be used with file handling:

Header file: fstream.h; ifstream, ofstream, fstream classes;

Opening a text file in in, out, and app modes;

Using cascading operators for writing text to the file and reading text from the file;open(),
get(), put(), getline() and close() functions; Detecting end-of-file (with or without using eof()
function);

Opening a binary file using in, out, and app modes;
open(), read(), write() and close() functions; Detecting end-of-file (with orwithout using eof()
function); tellg(), tellp(), seekg(), seekp() functions
Pointers:
Declaration and Initialization of Pointers; Dynamic memoryallocation/deallocation operators:
new, delete; Pointers and Arrays: Array ofPointers, Pointer to an array (1 dimensional array),
Function returning a pointer,Reference variables and use of alias; Function call by reference.
Pointer tostructures: Deference operator: *, ->; self referencial structures;

UNIT 2: DATA STRUCTURES

Arrays:

One and two Dimensional arrays:

Sequential allocation and address calculation;One dimensional array: Traversal,
Searching (Linear, Binary Search), Insertion ofan element in an array, deletion of an element
from an array, Sorting (Insertion,Selection, Bubble sort), concatenation of two linear arrays,
merging of two sorted arrays;

Two-dimensional arrays: Traversal, Finding sum/difference of two NxM
arrayscontaining numeric values, Interchanging Row and Column elements in a two
dimensional array;

Stack (Array and Linked implementation of Stack):

Operations on Stack (PUSH and POP) and its Implementation in C++,Converting expressions
from INFIX to POSTFIX notation and evaluation ofPostfix expression;

Queue: (Circular Array and Linked Implementation):

Operations on Queue (Insert and Delete) and its Implementation in C++.

(xii)
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UNIT 3:  DATABASES AND SQL

Database Concepts:

Relational data model: Concept of domain, tuple, relation, key, primary key,alternate
key, candidate key;

Relational algebra: Selection, Projection, Union and Cartesian product;

Structured Query Language:

General Concepts: Advantages of using SQL, Data Definition Language andData Manipulation
Language;Data types: NUMBER, CHARACTER, DATE;

SQL commands:

CREATE TABLE, DROP TABLE, ALTER TABLE, UPDATE...SET..., INSERT,DELETE; SELECT,
DISTINCT, FROM, WHERE, IN, BETWEEN, GROUP BY, HAVING,ORDER BY;

SQL functions: SUM, AVG, COUNT, MAX and MIN;

Note: Implementation of the above mentioned commands could be done on any SQL supported
software.

UNIT 4: BOOLEAN ALGEBRA

Evolution of Boolean algebra, Binary-valued Quantities, Boolean Variable,Boolean
Constant and Boolean Operators: AND, OR, NOT; Truth Tables;Closure Property,
Commutative Law, Associative Law, Identity law, Inverse law,Principle of Duality, Idempotent
Law, Distributive Law, Absorption Law, Involutionlaw, DeMorgan's Law and their
applications;

Obtaining Sum of Product (SOP) and Product of Sum (POS) form from the TruthTable,
Reducing Boolean Expression (SOP and POS) to its minimal form, Use of Karnaugh Map for
minimisation of Boolean expressions (up to 4 variables);

Basic Logic Gates (NOT, AND, OR, NAND, NOR) and their use in circuits.

UNIT 5: COMMUNICATION AND NETWORK CONCEPTS

Evolution of Networking: ARPANET, Internet, Interspace;

Different ways of sending data across the network with reference to switching techniques;

Data Communication terminologies: Concept of Channel, Baud, Bandwidth (Hz,KHz, MHz)
and Data transfer rate (bps, kbps, Mbps, Gbps, Tbps);

Transmission media: Twisted pair cable, coaxial cable, optical fiber, infrared,radio link,
microwave link and satellite link.

Network devices: Modem, RJ45 connector, Ethernet Card, Hub, Switch,Gateway;

Different Topologies- Bus, Star, Tree; Concepts of LAN, WAN, MAN;

Protocol: TCP/IP, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), PPP, Level-Remote Login(Telnet), Internet,
Wireless/Mobile Communication, GSM, CDMA, WLL, 3G,SMS, Voice mail, Application
Electronic Mail, Chat, Video Conferencing;

Network Security Concepts: Cyber Law, Firewall, Cookies, Hackers and Crackers;

WebPages; Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML), eXtensible Markup Language(XML); Hyper
Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP); Domain Names; URL; ProtocolAddress; Website, Web browser,
Web Servers; Web Hosting.

(xiii)
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1

1 Revision Tour Class XI
(C++ Programming)

C H A P T E R

OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
The different Object-Oriented Programming Languages are C++ Smalltalk, Simula,

Eiffel etc.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF C++
C++ was developed by Dr. Bjarne Stroustrup, at AT&T Bell Laboratories in Murray

Hill, New Jersey, USA, In early eighties, It is an object-oriented programming (OOP)
language and was earlier known as ‘C with classes’. Being the subset of C, it is more clear
with extensibility, ease of maintenance and object-oriented.

CHARACTER SET OF C++
Like any other programming language, C++ also follows a fixed character set of valid

characters comprising of:
Letters A-Z and a-z, 0-9 digits, special symbols like Space, +, -, *, /, ^, \, (,), (, ), [,

], = ,!=, <, >, ., ”, ’, $, ;, :, %, !, &, ?, -, #, @, < =,>= and white spaces like blank space
horizontal tab, carriage return, newline, form feed etc.

TOKENS OF C++
C++ comprises of tokens as smallest element of the program.
They are as follows:
(a) Keywords
(b) Identifiers
(c) Literals
(d) Punctuations
(e) Operators

The Keywords are the reverse words used within the program to specify a particular
task. They comprise of all the statements, commands and functions and can never act as
a variable name within the program.

The Indentifiers are the fundamental building blocks of the program. In C++, they
represent variables, objects, classes, functions and arrays. It must start with a letter including
an underscore. The upper and lower case letters are different.

The Literals are the constants with reference to the other high level languages. In
C++, they refer to data items which remain constant within the program. The different
types of literal allowed in C++ are Integer, Character, Floating and String.

The Punctuations include special characters which behave as separators in C++, as,
Brackets [ ] for indicating array subscripts, Parentheses ( ) for indicating function calls
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2  S. Chand’s Computer Science – XII

and parameters, Braces { } for indicating start and end of executable statements, Comma,
for separation of list of arguments, Semicolon ; for indicating end of statements, Colon :
for indicating the labelled statement and Asterisk * for pointer declaration etc.

The Operators are special symbols used to manipulate arithmetical and logical
operations within the program. They are further classified as Unary Operators, which
require only one operator to operate and Binary Operators, which require two operands
to operate upon.

STRUCTURE OFA C++ PROGRAM
According to the structural derivation, a C++ program is divided into three main

divisions:
(a) Inclusion of Files
(b) Declaration of the Class/Object
(c) The Main Function Program

Inclusion of Files : This is the very first line of all the programs. It starts with a hash
sign (#) known as a preprocessor directive. It is not the part of the program but acts as
a directive to the compiler. With the format # include <file-name>, this preprocessor
directive tells the compiler to insert another file into the source file during the compilation
of the program.

Declaration of the Class/Object : This includes introduction of variables into a program
with their type specification.

The Main Function Program : This function acts as one of the building blocks of C++
programs. It starts with the word main and the parentheses ( ) marks the declaration of
main as the function. The body of the function is put within braces { } and act as the
beginning and end tag to the function.

As a part of programming methodology, C++ allocates ignorance of white space
which is defined as spaces, carriage returns, linefeeds, tabs, vertical tabs and formfeeds.
They remain invisible to the compiler and hence any number of statements can be written
on one line or a part of a statement can be written on multiple lines as per the requirement
and ease of the programmer.

This can well be demonstrated with the aid of an example program to display the
sum of the two entered numbers.

# include <iostream.h>
main ( )
{
int a, b, sum;
cout << "Enter any two numbers"<< "\n";
cin >> a;
cout << "\n";
cin >> b;
cout <<"\n";
sum = a + b;
cout << "The sum of two numbers is" << sum << "\n";
return 0;
}
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Revision Tour Class XI (C++ Programming) 3

Explanation of the Program
In the above program, # include <iostream.h> denotes the inclusion of the header file

iostream.h.
It acts as a library file to the program and is essential for all the C++ programs as it

instructs the compiler to include the declarations of the standard input and output stream.
If the inclusion of this header file is ignored within the C++ program, the references to
cin and cout is flagged as an error by the compiler. It is not the part of the function body
of the program and hence does not end with a semicolon. It is a preprocessor directive
and acts as an instruction to the compiler.

The main ( ) is to define the function main. As a part of a good logical programming
technique, every main ( ) must end with a return 0; statement. In C++, main ( ) returns
an integer type value to the operating system hence it is indispensible for every main (
) program to end with a return 0 statement, or else a warning or an error may occur.

The curly braces represent the start and the end of the main function. The int is the
declaration variable for the variables a, b and sum. The statements cout and cin are
input/output statements and are equivalent to PRINT and INPUT of BASIC respectively.

The usage of “<<” along with the cout statement act as the output operator and is
used to direct an argument to the standard output (screen). For example, cout << “You
are great”; would display the message “You are great” on the screen.

The another operator ‘>>’ in usage is used to read a value from the standard input
(keyboard). e.g. cin>> a; would accept the value of the variable ‘a’ from the keyboard.

As seen above, all the statements in C++ end with a semicolon and the usage of “\n”
transfers the control to the next line and is equivalent to the usage of the blank PRINT
statement in BASIC.

On execution of the above program after compilation and receipt of “No error & No
warning” message the program asks for the two numbers as: (Taking the sample input
4,5)

Enter any two numbers
4
5
The sum of two numbers is 9

HELLO WORLD EXAMPLE
Traditionally the first program people write in a new language is called “Hello,

World.” because all it does is print the words “Hello, World.” In C++, this program looks
like this:

#include <iostream.h>
// main: generate some simple output
void main ()
{
cout << "Hello, world." << endl;
}
Some people judge the quality of a programming language by the simplicity of the

“Hello, World.” program. By this standard, C++ does reasonably well. Even so, this
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4  S. Chand’s Computer Science – XII

simple program contains several features that are hard to explain to beginning programmers.
For now, we will ignore some of them, like the first line.

The second line begins with //, which indicates that it is a comment. A comment is
a bit of English text that you can put in the middle of a program, usually to explain what
the program does. When the compiler sees a //, it ignores everything from there until the
end of the line.

In the third line, you can ignore the word void for now, but notice the word main.
main is a special name that indicates the place in the program where execution begins.
When the program runs, it starts by executing the first statement in main and it continues,
in order, until it gets to the last statement, and then it quits.

There is no limit to the number of statements that can be in main, but the example
contains only one. It is a basic output statement, meaning that it outputs or displays a
message on the screen.

cout is a special object provided by the system to allow you to send output to the
screen. The symbol << is an operator that you apply to cout and a string, and that causes
the string to be displayed.

endl is a special symbol that represents the end of a line. When you send an endl to
cout, it causes the cursor to move to the next line of the display. The next time you output
something, the new text appears on the next line.

Like all statements, the output statement ends with a semi-colon (;).
There are a few other things you should notice about the syntax of this program.

First, C++ uses squiggly-braces ({ and }) to group things together. In this case, the output
statement is enclosed in squiggly-braces, indicating that it is inside the definition of main.
Also, notice that the statement is indented, which helps to show visually which lines are
inside the definition.

HEADER FILES—(IOSTREAM.H) AND (STDIO.H)
The header file iostream.h is included for usage of input/output statements like cin

and cout and other stream functions whereas the header file stdio.h is included for usage
of input/output statements of C programs for the applications of printf ( ) and scanf ( ).
These input/output statements can well be written in C++ with the inclusion of the
supporting stdio.h header file in the beginning of the program. The stdio.h is also used
for console input/output functions like getchar ( ), putchar ( ), gets ( ), puts ( ) etc. They
are included at the beginning of all the programs that use input/output statements.

INPUT/OUTPUT STATEMENTS OF C++
As discussed above in the sample program, there are two simple input/output

statements of C++ : cout & cin.
cout : The cout statement causes the argument or the value of the specified variable

to be printed on the screen. It is a predefined object representing the standard output
stream (screen) in C++. It has the following syntax:

cout << [argument];
where << is the insertion or the put to operator and [argument] includes the list of

variables or messages.
e.g. cout << “Welcome to programming in C++”;
would display the message ‘Welcome to programming in C++’, on the screen of the

computer.
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Revision Tour Class XI (C++ Programming) 5

It is equivalent to PRINT in BASIC, written as:
10 PRINT “Welcome to programming in C++”
cin : This statement acts as an input statement in C++ and causes the control to pause

until the value to be inputed is entered by the user. It is a predefined object in C++ that
corresponds to the standard input stream (keyboard). It has the following syntax:

cin >> var;
where >> is the extraction or the get from operator. It extracts the value from the

keyboard and assigns the same to the specified variable name on the right.
e.g. cin >> marks;
would accept any numeric value in the variable named marks.
It is equivalent to INPUT in BASIC, written as:
10 INPUT marks

CASCADING OF INPUT/OUTPUT STATEMENTS
In C++, the multiple usage of extraction (get from) or the insertion (put to) operators

in cin and cout respectively in one statement is termed as Cascading. The statement
featuring multiple usage of insertion (output) operator “<<” is known as cascading output
statement and the one having multiple usage of extraction (input) operators “>>” is
termed as cascading input statement.

e.g. of cascading output statement:
cout << "The sum of entered two numbers is:" << sum << "\n";

where sum is the variable and ‘\n’ is the new line control character.
It’s equivalent statement of BASIC shall be:
10 PRINT “The sum of entered two numbers is:”; sum
(The affect of \n, is to skip the control to the next line so as to make the next output

appear on the next line. It is by defualt in BASIC but giving multiple \n would be same
as giving blank PRINT in BASIC)

e.g. of cascading input statement:
cin >> a >> b;

where a and b are the variables and assigns the entered values in order of left and
right as per the input.

It is same as the following BASIC instruction:
10 INPUT a, b

REMARK STATEMENT OF C++
In C++, double slash stand for the remark within the program. Anything written after

double slash ‘//’ is ignored by the compiler. It can start at the beginning fo the line or
on the same line following a program statement.

For example,
// This program prints the sum of two numbers
An alternate to this is its C equivalence and is also of acceptance as:
/* This program prints the sum of two numbers */
which is same as REM of BASIC used as:
10 REM. This program prints the sum of two numbers.
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